
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL VARANASI
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

CLASS I

Dear children,

The summer season      has arrived and the bell for summer

vacations has finally rung. This is the time for fun and frolic.

Be responsible and protect yourselves from the scorching heat. Stay

indoors during the afternoon and play board games like

carom, ludo,            etc.Drink lots of liquids and eat

fruits. Avoid fried and junk food. Do not spend long hours

watching TV and read story books. Practice using the magical

words like please, sorry, excuse me and thank you. Help your family

members . Give water to the thirsty plants and animals.
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B. Look at the pictures in the following story and write the correct
sequence in front of the sentences written below:



Now write the sequenced sentences of the story in
beautiful cursive handwriting:
Now write the sequenced sentences of the story in
beautiful cursive handwriting:
Now write the sequenced sentences of the story in
beautiful cursive handwriting:





है ।

छोटा हो या सगंी साथी

सबको है।



Fill in the blanks:

11 - E E V N
12 - T E E
13 - T H T E N
14 - F O T E N
15 - F I T N
16 - S X T E N
17 - S E E T N
18 - E H E N
19 - N I E T E
20 - T E T



Fun with numbers



Q-1 Write the body parts that rhyme with these clues:

1. South _____________ 5. Bye _____________

2. Band _____________ 6. Check_____________

3. Pose _____________ 7. Peg _____________

4. Nest _____________ 8. Thin _____________

Q-2 Solve the crossword:

1

3

4

5 2

6

DOWN

1. I am used to wipe my body when I take a bath.
2. I am used when my hair is untidy.
3. In the morning I am used to clean my teeth.

ACROSS

4. I am used when I my hands are dirty.
5. I am used when my nails are too long.
6. I am used when I have cold.



1 Inside 8 Bright

2 Hard 9 Big

3 There 10 Back

4 Angry 11 Under

5 Bad 12 Without

6 Sad 13 Find

7 Wide 14 Sky

Read the story Niloufer’s Smile all over again. Find the words given
below in the story and circle them with colour pencil. Now, with the
help of your parents, find out the opposites of these words.


